
During this workshop, participants will: 
■ Understand why it is not only O.K. to Play, but why it is essential
■ Discover powerful play principles
■ Apply the principles of play to a current situation 

By becoming masterful in the art of play, you’ll replace struggle with ease. Move beyond your limits and breakthrough 
to unprecedented levels of performance! 

The Payoffs 
Color Inside and Outside the Lines™: turbo charge your ‘respond-ability’ –  discover new ways of doing things – 
expand your capacity to solve problems  

Start to Sing A New Song™: gain the confi dence to move beyond where you normally stop

Go and Get Your Smile On™: achieve results faster with less struggle 

All playshop participants will receive a copy of the groundbreaking book, It’s O.K. to Play, 30 Days to A Ridiculously 
Wonderful Life. Come learn how recess really can be the key to your success.

About Your Presenters
Evan Marcus and Tara Marcus have spent the past twenty-fi ve years exploring the power of play 
and learning how to harness its technologies. They literally wrote the book on using the power 
of play to re-script our lives, our relationships, and our careers. They consult with some of the 
largest companies in the world and thousands of participants have experienced their rare blend 
of practical insights and highly engaging presentation style. 

To schedule a workshop or to attend one of our public programs, 
visit www.30DaysofPlay.com or contact Info@DillonMarcus.com

“Spread your wings and start to fl y!”
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It’s O.K. to Play™ 

PLAYSHOP

Play, for many a lost ability, can be one 
of our greatest allies – from prospecting 
for new clients to parenting your child. 
During It’s O.K. to Play, the secrets of 
using play as a “technology” are revealed. 


